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ABSTRACT 

Concern aROn-;J the scientific camnunity about the deterioration of 
local Mediterranean environments since the early 1960s irrluced FAD and 
ICSEM to convene a series of international conferences Ylhi.ch stimulated 
pollution research in the Mediterranean. Attention ai;p;ars to have been 
focussed at first on the ilrpacts of urban effluents, radioactive, oil 
and theJ:mal pollution and, later, on trace metals and synthetic 
organics. 

Soon, rn.nnerous pollution research projects, either national, 
bilateral or sponsored by the EEC or UN Agencies ..-ere initiated in 
several parts of the Mediterranean. Sane exanples are: 

ASCOP, the Italian-Yugoslav Cooperative Project in the 
.l\driatic Sea, 
EROS, the Project on the Eurcpean River Ocean System, 
MAST, the Marine Science and Technology PrograJmne, 
(the latter two EEC sponsored) 
FOEM, the Itiysical Ooeanograftl.y of the Fast Mediterranean, 
and 
PRIM)' the International Research PrograJmne in the Western 
Mediterranean sponsored by IOC and IC'lEM. 

Coordination between these rn.nnerous research efforts is still 
lack:in;J. A recent World Bank initiative in the Mediterranean is 
directed at management and protective measures. '!he MEO FOL PrograJmne 
launched by UNEP in 1975 remains the only =--ordinated research and 
m:mitoriry;J progranme encaipassiry;J all Mediterranean coontries. 

In spite of mny lilllitations, the Pilot µ1ase of this progranme 
developed the infrastructure, irxiuced baseline pollution research and 
laid the grourxl for Itlase II. 

Itlase II encaipassed twelve research activities and naintained an 
assistance ~, but no order of priority was assigned to the 
research areas. SUbstantial scientific infonnation has been generated 
on epidemiological hazards, toxicity and bioaccumulation of selected 
substances, et.rb:1:::pJ.ication and abnonnal plankton bloan.s, ecosystem 
m:xli.fications and on the biogeochemical cycle of specific pollutants. 
'!he quality and relevan:::e of the data, havever, are uneven and the 
geographical =verage inadequate. Sane prcgranune readjustments are 
needed for the canin;J MEO FOL Itiase. '!hey should aim at the selection 
of a. smaller number of priority research areas, the quality assurarre 
of the data and a better geogralitlcal =verage. '!he choice of priority 
areas should ooey certain basic =iteria: 

(a) the geogralitlcal-scale: Mediterranean-wide problems should 
be addressed in priority; 

(b) the time-scale: lOry;Jer time-series are required to 
differentiate backgroun:I trends fran slow anthrqlogenic 
chary;Jes; 

(c) the scientific data-base: a nultidisciplinary data-base on 
the coastal ~c processes should be developed; 

(d) the socio--econamic pressure: the assessment of the 
inevitable consequences of the anticipated de!oogra;;hic 
stress on Mediterranean ecosystems is one of the first 
priorities; 

(e) the inplementation of the Protocols and their Annexes: 
research should aim at the continuous inprovement of the 
Annexes by upjatiry;J them or proposiry;J ameooments as 
appropriate. 

'1'akiry;J in consideration the :reccanmerrlations of Mediterranean 
scientists, the past experience of MEO FOL and the conclusions of 
GESAMP on the state of the Marine Environment, six priority research 
areas are proposed: 

1. '!he conparative study of a specific Mediterranean and basin
wide ecosystem, the Fosidonia camnunity. 

2. Eutrophication, lory;J-term nutrient build-up and the dynamics 
of abnonnal plankton bloan.s. 

3. '!he ilrpacts of anticipated glcbal climate chary;Je and the 
developnent of Mediterranean mcxlels. 

4. The coastal oceanographic processes, fluxes and 
biogeochemical cycles. 

5. '!he air-borne fluxes of pollutants in the Mediterranean 
basin. 

6. '!he consequences of present and anticipated coastal and 
inland developnents and the resultiry;J irreversible damages to 
the coastal zone. 
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